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Josiah Warren 

Josiah \iarren is a will 0 'the wisp, an elusive combination of 

practical genius and idealistic drea.ner ltbose two bents intertwine and 

somehow have formed an impression that is not yet concrete upon American 

thought and action. There is no way to create the lI8n himsel:f. All who 

speak of' him use the same references; statements are made as to the effect 

of his thought upon others; he has become only a sentence in history books, 

a name, not a personality. 

America. has become what it is due to a peculiar combination of co

operation anlang individuals in production, government, and social con

sciousness ELnd an inherent individuality. Josiah Warren is labeled the 

"first philosophical anarchist." His ideas of individuality have been. 

emphasized strictly from the anarchist viewpoint. Little has been noted 

or his stri(,t adherence to the theol'1' cL cooperation, voluntary cooperation 

between indi.viduals. Voluntary subordination 1s a far clY from the coercion 

that he feared. We sublllit to voluntary subordination in eveI7 facet of 

life, and Mr. Warren would have no quarrel with this. What we do submit 

to in accordance with the trends toward conformiV in American life Josiah 

Warren would definitely scorn. The individuality that Americans have so 

long regarded as a part at the American dream. is rapidly becoming lost :in 

a search for security from an outside agency. Josiah Warren would want 

us to remember that our greatest security comes from reliance upon self 

and acceptance of' the responsibilities that go with this freedom. 

The ic1eas found in this notebook JrJJq be regarded as a voice from the 
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past, an impractical set of notions that do not fit into a modem industrial 

society. The trend toward larger institutions, socia.lism, automation, and 

organiz.ed 1:Lf'e goes on, but Americans should mow the other side. They 

should be presented with the part of their history in 1Ib.1ch men t17ing to 

find answers believed that the happiness of the individual could be created 

by his O'WIl ,efforts. Freedom in economic matters could be brought about by 

bis own labor, and freedom in society demanded that the individual have 

respect for the indiv1.duallty of all other men. 

Josiah Warren was born in Boston in 1798, a simple statement and 

practically the only one about his birth that writers aaree \lpon. Eunice 

Minette Schuster in her Native American Anarchists says on page 93, IIHis 

father, General Joseph 'warren, was a distinguished Revolutionary War 

general, a "hero of American liberty. II This is a fine example of the con-

fusion about Warren's life. General Joseph Warrm lived from 1741-1775. 

The "first great martyr of the Revo lutionary War" was killed. at the battle 

of Bunker Hill. 

William Bailie, Josiah's only biographer, introduces him in this manner, 

"He was born in Boston in 1798, of historically famous Puritan stock. 

The Warrens of Pilgrim lineage from which he sprang have furnished Massa-

chuaetts with many distinguished citizens, of whom the most renowned was 

General Joseph Warren, the Revolutionary hero killed by the British at 

Bunker Hill.ol James Jay Martin in Men Against the state, tre Expositors of 

Individual Anarchism, 1827-1908 s~s that there is no mention of Josiah Warren 

in any of the geneo10gies of Joseph Warren. 

1 Bailie, William, Josiah Warren, The First American Anarchist, 
Small, Maynard & Co., Boston, 1906, p. 1. 
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In any attempt at the present to discern the truth about the happenings 

in Josiah Warren t s 1i.fe one must re13 upon two primary sources. John Humphrey 

Noyes in his American Socialisms published in 1870 relies upon material 

written by A.. J. Macdonald "whose business proved to be the collecting of 

memoirs of socialistic experiments. ttl Miss Schuster gives Noyes himself 

credit for the writing of Macdonald about Josiah Warren, although Noyes 

freely adnrl.ts that the quotations are from Macdonald. The second source is 

his biographer who was a professed anarchist and seems to have given this 

label to Warren. William Bailie wrote the biography and also the chapter 

about Warren in George Lockwood t s New Harmony Movement. James J83 Martin gives 

this description of Bailier 

Bailie, a native of Manchester, England, came to the 
United states in the summer of 1891, settling in Boston. 
A Kropotkinian ara.rchist for some time, he rapid.JJr became 
a cOIlvert to the American variety achieving prominence 
among them somewhat later as the biographer of Warren. 
It was his conviction that anarchism was a political 
rather than an economic doctrine, but that it involved the 
economic aspect of society in as fundam€lltal a manner. 
Both Spencerian and Stirnerite in outlook, he sought to 
arrive at a boqy of principles on which all the individu
alists might agree, in an ambitious undertaking, "Problems 
of Anarchism" which ran through 19 lengthy installments in 
Libert.l during the first eight months of 1893. In an ex
cellently written essay "The Anarchist Spirit," inserted as 
an introduction to his Josiah Warren, publiShed 13 years 
later~ he summarized the conclusions of this investigation, 
as well as placing on record a twentieth century definition 
of anarchism and his reason why it still had its place in 
his own time. 2 

In view of Mr. Martin I s unf orgi vab le inaccuracies in regard. to Notebook 

UD", one should not form a preconceived attitude about Mr. Bailie's biography, 

1 Noyes, John Humphrey, American Sociallsms, J. B. Lippincott & Co., Phila
delphia, 1870, p. 1. 

2 Martin, James Jay, Men 
Anarchism, 182 7 -190'~, -'"!~:r:~~"i"i7:::r:-","":-r~~~~~~~:;;:P;~:';:'::~ 8. 
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but, in reading it, the impression is formed that unwittingl3 Mr. Bailie is 

attempting to ascribe his feelings to Mr. Warren rather than presenting a 

strictly objec:tive report. There 1s room for someone to present Josiah 

'Warren factually, correct.ly and dispassionate13. 

Another problem that arises is one that confuses authors. Josiah 

Warren ~ a combination of philosopher and practical pragmatist. In dis

cussing his experiments authors fail to note ihe fact that Mr. Warren 

attempted to prove each of his ideas 1s a most commendable fashion. He 

simply did these things himself to prove that they could be done. His 

genius extencled from musical abilitQ' to mechanical pursuits, from com

munity plaruti.ng to writing and printing his own manuscripts. He was a 

doer which should have made him of this world, and yet, he was apart from 

it. He lived during a time of turmoil and national decision, and his life 

touched little of it. If there had been no need of interference from the 

outside, thi,s would be acceptable. But, he lived during the period of 

industrializ.ation, of growth, of controversy and none of this reached his 

notebook. His own theories, his own small circle, seem to be his life. 

He was not afraid of work, labor was the exchange of life. He was fas

cinated by mechanical processes, and not interested in merchandising them. 

He could have made a fortune, but preferred to hold to what most would call 

unrealistic ideals. 

Perhaps, this is the confusion in his life. Perhaps t.his is why he is 

elusive. Pe:rhaps he was nothing but an eccentric man who lost out on lite, 

gave away a fortune in real estate, left his family, established a com

munity ded1c:ated to the wildest type of depravity because it did not inSist 

upon marriage, religion and government. Perhaps, but also perhaps there must 

be a type of personality in the world that believes in giving, in individual 
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freedom, in personal responsibility for one's self. Perhaps the eccentric 

should have his vision analyzed and his actions reviewed. 

Again I cannot give accurate information about Warren's early life. 

His son George wrote in a letter to George B. Lockwood Nov. 10, 1893 while 

Mr. Lockwood was preparing his book The New Hanuony Movement, nr-tr father 

was born in Boston, Mass. in 1798. He and his brother George joined the 

n01d Boston :Brigade Bandt! while very young. In 1821 lI\Y father came west, 

settled in Cincinnati and followed the profession of Dlusic for some ti~.· 

Mr. Martin says, "Warren married a girjl named Caroline Cutter this 

same year (1818) but the exact date remains as obscure as that of his birth. 

A daughter, Caroline Maria, was born in Cincinnati Sept. 12, 1820." 

After ~re place him in Cincinnati it becomes a little easier to find 

agreement ~:cept for the "Peaceful Revolutionisttt episode. His life follows 

with its pattern of practicality and idealism conflicting and constantly 

changing. 

l823--Cinculnati--Josiah Warren invents a lamp for burning lard rather than 

tallow, is soon running a lamp factory in Cincinnati. 

l824--Robert Owen comes to Cincinnati. 

1B25--Lamp .ractory sold. Warren moves his family to New Ha.nrr:>ny, Indiana 

and becomes a part of the great experiment. Robert Dale Owen writes 

of him in Threading !V Way, liThe weekly concert, with an excellent 

leade,r, Josiah Warren, and a performance of mUSic, instl'U.l'lJ:lntal and 

vocal, much beyond what I had expected in the backwoods; ••• It 

l827--Cincinnati--warren leaves New Harmony at the dissolution of the community 

convtnced that the experiment had failed because of the comnmnal owner

ship of property. 

Fil·st Time Store opens Ma¥ 18, 1827 in Cincinnati on Fifth and Elm 

strel~ts. The store is operated on Warren's prinCiple of t1Equity" designed 
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to illustrate and practicalize the cost principle, the germ of the 

coopera.tive movement of the future. The storekeeper exchanged his time 

for an equal amount of the time of those who purchased goods from him. 

The actual cost of the goods bought was paid for in cash, the labor 

note of the custorer was given to the merchant to pay for his service. 

Here was the application of the pr.i.nciple of labor for labor, the cost 

prinCiple .1 

l829--Convin.::ed of the success of his Time store principles and wishing 

to extend them to an experiment in cooperative living, Warren closes 

the Cincinnati store and, after a visit to New York in 1831, founds 

the villa€;e of Equity in Tuscarawas County, Ohio. This village lasted 

two ye:ars but was abandoned due to the malarial and unhealthful con

ditions of the locality.2 Pencil entries on page 133 of the notebook 

place Warren at Spring Hill, Stark County, Ohio in August of 1830.3 

l833--Warren publishes first issue of his periodical "The Peaceful Revolutionist. 1I 

"The Peaceful Revolutionist, 'warren's first periodical appeared in 

January, 1833, but survived only a few months. It was a four-page weekly 

of conspicuously neat typography, and was devoted to expositions of the 

prinCiples of equity. So primitive at the time were his resources, 

and so marvelous his skill and ingenuity, that the plates from which 

1 Bailie, William, in George Lockwoodts The New Harmony Movement, Appleton and 
Company, New York, 1905, p. 297. 

2 ~. p. 298. 

3 See Schuster, Eunice Minette, Native American Anarchism, Smith College Studies 
in Histor,y, Northhampton, Mass., October, 1931-32, p. 91. 
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the paper was printed were cast over the fire of t~ same stove at 

which lihe wi! e cooked the family meals." 1 

l834--Pencil entry in notebook: on page 133 places Warren in Tuscarawas COlmty. 

1835--Villag.~ of Equity founded.2 

l840--New Halrmony--This is the period of the beginning of the notebook. 

Warren invents and constructs the first press that was ever used to 

print newspapers from a roll. The following description of this 

press is from an editorial which appeared February 28, 1840 in an 

Evansville, Indiana newspaper. 

The first number of the Southwestern Sentinel is the first 
newspaper probably in the world which was ever printed on a 
continuous sheet. Our press or printing machinexy is the 
invention of Mr. Josiah Warren, of New Harmony. He has 
brought a series of experiments extending through nine years 
to a successful close, and this machinel, which he calls 
hi.s speed press, is one of the results." 

Unfortunately this labor saving device was not appreciated by the 

printE~rs who saw it as a threat to their livlihood. Warren's son, 

GeorgE~, says in the letter written to Lockwood, that his father, 

angered by the deliberately caused breakdowns in the press, went 

to Evlm5ville with a wagon, brought the press back to New Harmony, 

smashed it, and used the stone from its bed for a front step for 

the h.:>me he was building. The stone is now in the New Hamony 

museum at the Workingmen1s Institute Librar,y along with the ori-

ginal drawing for the press itself. 

1 Bailie, in Lockwood's The New Harmony Movement, p. 298. 

2 Bestor, Arthur, Backwoods Utopias, University of Pennsylvania Press, 
Philadelphia, 19>0, p. 227, p. 238. 

3 Bailie, I~ckwood, p. 298. 
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l842--The Nelor Hannony Time Store opens.l The following is taken from a 

notice printed by Mr. Warren to be distributed in New Harmony. This 

notice is a part of the Warren collection in the Workingmen's Institute 

Library in New Harmony. 

LABOR PRICES 

All those who wish to exchange labor for labor, or 
transact business at the Time Store, are respectfully 
requested to find out the amount of time or labor re
quired in all kinds of farming produce, and all mecha
nical or other useful operations, and each to bring 
forward his or her estimate of the labor cost at 
Butter, Milk, cheese, Corn, Oats, Potatoes,vJheat, 
Rye, Flour, Wool &c. 

The labor cost of horses, oxen, & their keeping. Of 
iron work, Cabinet work and all mechanical productions 
with the cost of materials. We invite each to set 
his own estimate of the labor in each article; and 
to attend a public meeting on the 22nd day of March, 
at ten O'clock and hand in their estimates from which 
the keeper of the time store will fiX his labor prices, 
not to be changed till another public meeting. He will 
also make a report of the condition of the time store, 
its losses and gains during the past year, and will 
answer any honest enquires, and will further explain 
the objects of Equitable Commerce--

J. Warren Dec. 10, 1842 

l844---Warren next turns his ingenuity to the production of an original 

system of musiC, denominated by him nr1athematical Notation," 

des~lated on scientific principles to accomplish in the repre-

sentation of harmonic sounds a similar service to that performed by 

phonography in the representation of the elements of speech.2 A 

copy of this book is in the New Harmony collection and would present 

an interesting field of study to one 'Who could understand its significance. 

1 Noyes, American Socialisms, has an account of A. J. Macdonald t s visit to 
Warren faTime store in New Hannony, pp. 95-98. 

2 Bailie, I~ckwood, p. 300. 
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l846--Equitable Commerce: A New Developement (sic) of Principles for the 

Harmonious AdjustIl¥3nt and Regulation c£. the Pecuniary, Intellectual 

and Moral Intercourse of Mankind, Proposed as Elements of New SOCiety 

published at New Harmony. 

l847--Warren fOlmds the village of Utopia in Clermont County, Ohio. John 

Humphr(~y Noyes quotes Macdonald on this period of Warren I slife. 

The (New HarmoXV) Time store existed about two 
years and a half', and was then discontinued. In 
1844 Mr. Warren went to Cincinnati and lectured 
upon his prinCiples. On the breaking up of the 
Clermont Phalanx and the Cincinnati Brotherhood, 
Hr. Warren went to the spot where both failure s 
had taken place, and there f01.ll1d four families who 
were disposed to try "Equitable Commerce." With 
these and a few other friends he started a village 
which he called Utopia, where he published the 
"Peaceful Revolutionist" for a tine. l 

Noyes then gives a report from Utopia which he says came from an 1845 

copy cd' "The Peaceful Revolutionist" of 1845. This is in direct con

flict with Bailie and Schuster. 

1850--Warren visits in New York and Boston. This is the beginning of his 

connection with Stephen Pearl Andrews. 

l85l--Warren fOlmds the village of Modern Times on Long Island. This village 

was conducted along the lines of the principles or "Individual Sovereignty It • 

Because of the publicity given by the New York papers many odd characters 

were attracted to the community and, because the villagers believed in 

individuals being responsible for their own actions, were allowed to 

remain. The community prospered, although it was foreed to give up 

the E;qui table Comerce plan due to a lack of mnufacturing capital and 

the c)utbreak of the Civil War. The community is the present city of 

Brentwood, New York. 

1 Noyes, p .• 91. 
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1852--The second edition of Eguitable Commerce and the first edition of 

Practi.cal Details in Equitable Commerce, Showing the Workings in 

Actual Experiment During A series of Years, of the Social Principles 

Expounded in the \oJorks Called "Ec!ui table Commerce ll by the Author of 

This, and "The Science of Society" by Stephen Pearl Andrews are pub

lished by Fowler & Wells in New York. 

l854-58--Warren publishes his ttperiodical Letters" at Modem Times. 

l855-56--He spent the Winter of 1855-56 visiting his old friends in Ohio 

and Dldiana. After 1860 he returned no more to Modern Times. l 

The not,ehook gives us the dates and places of residence for the rest 

of Warren's ill e, 1862, Long Is land, 1863, Boston, 1866, C lit' tondale, Mas s. , 

and 1872, Princeton, Mass. His last volume, Practical Applications of the 

Elementary Principles of "True Civilizationtl to the Minute Details of Every 

Day Life Being Part III, the last or the True Civilization Series, and the 

Facts and conclusions of Fortl-Seven Years study and Experiments in Reform 

Movements Through Cormnunism To and In Elementary Principles, Found in a 

Direction Exactljy Opposite to and Away From Communism, But Leading Directg 

to All the Harmonic Results Aimed at by Communism, was published by tre 

author in 1872 in Princeton, Mass. 

Mr. Ba.i11e gives the following description of Warren's last years: 

The reformer's activity declined with advanoing age. 
Several years were spent quietly at Cllftondale, near Boston, 
and in 1873 he went to reside with his friends, the Hey
woods, in their home at Princeton, Mass ••••••• 

The last months of Warren's life were passed in Boston 
at the house of his early friend, Edward Linton, where 
he was cared for in his last illness by kindly hands. 
Kate Metcalf, one of the pioneers of Modern T~e s, nursed 
him to the end, which came on April 14, 1874. 

1 Bailie, Lockwood, p. 305. Dates in pencil in notebook, p. 135, place 
him in Modem Times in 1861. 

2 Bailie, :Lockwood, p. 306. 
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I belie've that a:ny reader can now understand the difficulties in 

presenting an accurate biographical sketch of Josiah Warren. There are 

snatches of his life known but not included such as the story that he 

owned several lots in Cincinnati which increased so in value that Mr. 

Warren, bel1.ev:ing that man had no right to unearned increment, returned 

them to the original owner at the original cost. There are descriptions 

of the COJJll'lltlIlity of Modem Times that would make research material for 

several reports. The Time Store alone could be thoroughly reported. All 

these need additional research, not mmtioning the stories of the family 

that he left. in New Harmony. 

His SOIl, George, moved to Evansville, Indiana and followed his father's 

musical occupation. He became the leader of Warren's band and organized 

the band that accompanied the 15th Indiana Volunteers in the Civil War. 

Warren's wife remained in New Harmony, and, according to newspaper clippings 

in the Workingmen's Instl tute, conducted seances. Martin refers to two letters 

written by :~er to her husband. 

Each faoet of Josiah Warren should be studied separately so that a 

comprehensive picture could be drawn. The Stephen Pearl Andrews' collection 

at the Wisconsin Historical Library should be studied. The Labadie collection 

at the University or Michigan also contains Warren material. From there one 

should go to the Brentwood, New York library and historical society, check 

:r or A. J. Macdonald' s pape rs through the Oneida community, cover the papers 

of Benjamin Tucker, and trace Bailie's papers. This adds up to a lifetime 

labor of love, but if there is an importance in Josiah Warren, he should 

take his rightful place and receive the appropriate credit for his accomp

lishments. 
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Notebook D 

There is a compulsion in search, search for anything. American 

socialism, the nen who have been involved, holds an interest because of' 

the dedication of' both thought and action to an ideal for the betterment 

of naankind. America took another road and the human characteristics of 

the people involved in both utopian and scientific SOCialism doomed these 

experiments to confusion and failure. Yet these poople dedicated their 

whole lives ·to these principles. ~? 

When one embarks upon as broad a question as this, reading in gene

ralities does not help, secondary sources too often confuse and it is 

necessary to find a focal point. I wandered in the maze for months, not 

knowing What, I wanted, or where I was going. 

In George Lockwood's book The New Harmony Movenent I found Josiah 

Warren. 'i;lny did I know nothing of this man? His genius in mechanical 

things, his philosoph3' and his social reform were not in encyclopedias or 

the history books we had used in class. Charles Beard mElltions him, and in 

some intellectual history books he was nentioned asltthe famous Josiah 

Warren" or "Mr. Warren and his well known social philosoph3'lt, a sentence 

here, a par.agraph there, but nothing concrete and all using Bailie's biography 

and Noyes' book as sources. 

The Warren manuscripts were to be found in New Hannony, Indiana. 

I went to read what he had written. The find was dissapointingly small, 

three copies or the biography, three pamphlet size books, a few letters, 

and some me:morabilia. We went through the files and read the books. It 

was not unt.il the second day that the librarian. remembered the notebook. 

She removed it from the case and told me that I was welcome to use it. 
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Notebook "DtI was presented to the Workingmen 1 5 Institute Library in 

New Harmony qr Stanley Porgellis, librarian for the Newberry Library, 

Chicago, in 1944. Because of the listing of notebooks in the back of 

notebook "D", they had hoped to find others, but wrote that they had 

given up and felt that the book should be in the Warren collection in 

New Harmony. 

The book itself is a ledger type notebook, about 61t x 10·, with 

unlined page:s, about two inches thick. The handwriting is very legible, 

and written in two colors of ink. The black ink had faded to a brown 

and the blue is very distinct. Josiah Warren and I would differ a great 

deal on spellings and punctuation; collt"'llas were the main problem. I can 

cross refer the first section of the notebook to ¥T. Warren's work 

Practical DEltails in Equitable COl!l1lerce, and, in doing thiS, one notices 

that the wording has been changed slightly and the punctuation has been 

greatly increased. 

I have reproduced the notebook as it was written. The numbering of the 

pages is arbitrary because there is no pagination in the original. Since 

most pages are written on both sides I have numbered right hand pages 

with conseoutive odd numbers, left hand pages with even numbers. I have 

felt that I should have the manuscript exactlY as it was written to work 

with later so the discrepancies in spelling are marked with an underline 

under the obvioU8 change. 

'When one works with this material, one practically becomes Josiah. It 

would not be consistent with a certain intuition I feel to include hiS re

jected thoughts in the body of the manuscript, I too have trouble with choice 

of words. The only important marking out would be the deletion with regard 

to Robert Owen on the first page. This shows a marked change in Warren's 

attitude and should be noted. 
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It was impossible to show the underlining correctly. The more intensely 

Mr. Warren felt about something, the more lines he used to emphasize it. 

The only reference that I have found to the notebook is in James 

¥J.B.rtin's ~Against the State. Evidently Mr. Martin read the notebook 

and may have taken some notes, but his information is erroneous. The 

librarian at New Harmony does not believe that any work has been done with 

the manuscript. 

Mr. Martin says on page 28 in Note 13 of his book, "One of the recent 

discoveries of an intriguing nature concerning source materials dealing 

with Warren I fa lite has been a manuscript notebook of Warren's bearing the 

letter "Dil and containing dated entries from other notebooks lettered 

from "An to tlJII, none of Which have been located. The first of these is 

part of the Warren manuscript collection in the Library or the Workingmen1s 

Institute at New Harmony, Indiana. This notebook contains dates of musical 

engagenents played in and around Boston on January 3 and April 7, 1818." 

(According to Mrs. Bradley, the librarian at New Harmony, there is no 

notebook other than notebook "D" in existence at New Harmony.) Mr. Martin 

is obviously referring to the pencil entries in notebook ltD" on pages 133-35 

of my copy. I did not believe that these were in Mr. Warren t 5 handwriting 

and do believe that they must have been added at a later date. 

It is not necessary to go into the other discrepancies in Mr. Martin I s 

footnoting, but perhaps these errors show that the notebook should be pre

sented as it is. This has been copied in longhand, typed from the longhand, 

and re-typed. There are undoubtedly errors in it. New Harmony is 275 miles 

from HunciE~; I can not check the manuscript again at this time. I would 

d.efinitely reserve the right to check and correct this copy before doing any 

more with :Lt. There are already too many errors and misconceptions with 

regard to ,Josiah Warren without ~ adding any. 
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The fascinating thing about this is that I am not speaking for Josiah 

'Warren. As I present the notebook" he speaks for himself; he speaks for 

individuality, and no one would have a better right to do so. 
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Warren Notebook 

D 

A I No. 1 

Josiah Warren 

New Harmony, Jan. 29, 1840 



Natural liberty coexistent with social order 

" the man -------
Of virtuous soul commands not nor buys 

Power, like a desolating pestilence 

With.ered all it touched and obeidience 

Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, Truth 

:Hakes slaves of man, and of the hwnan frame 

A mechanized automaton." 

1 



2 

New Social Arrangements 

New Harmony Jan. 29, 1840 

Intended to gradual~ restore the Natural liberty of mankind-

To render to labor its just reward--and to establish security, 

peace, and the means of enjoyment to all, 

1. These proceedings are conducted with a watchful and strict 

regard to the laws of our naturel Particularly its Indivi 

duallt~.2 

2. These laws teach us that our own happiness depends upon a 

proper respect3 for that of others, and therefore 

1 After the word nature, "SO ably developed by Robert Owenll 
had been marked out with the blue ink used after the Janu
ary entries. 

2 "Particularly its Individualities" was added in the same blue 
ink. 

3 "Regard" marked out and replaced with ttrespecttt • 



3. not to make any Social Arrangements which require compulsion, 

or the ,dolation of the natural ability of the individual. 

4. Not to rake such as depend for their success upon the co

inciden(~e in the understanding and application of verbal 

rules or processes f or agreements of opinions, tastes or 

interests; but to preservel the liberty of each to differ 

in all these and all other respects, 

5. and the liberty to change with his situation. 

6. This natural liberty being impracticable in combinations, 

masses and organized2 associations having connected in

terests, & connected responsibilities, we are hereby 

taught not to form them; but to preserve-

7. Individ.ual interests 

8. Individual Responsibilities 

9. Individual executives 

or, 10. 

The sovereignty of every individual 

over his or her person, time and 

property 

1 "Prescribe" changed to "preserve". 

2 "Organized" added. 
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11. These laws of our Nature require us to render an equi

valent. in labor and nothing but labor for labor received. 

This principle of labor for labor renders (12.) All natural 

wealth common to all! 11 

13. It rej ects all speculation II! and consequently forbids the 

bU;Yin€; up of land, provisions, building materials, goods 

etc. for the purpose of selling them again at a profit 

beyond a reward for the labor bestowed. 
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The great mistake of all society is the compromise or 

surrender gf the sovereigntl of the individual. 

This must not be 

Socie1~ must be remodelled without this surrender-

The soveretgntl of each individual over its Olm p::rson & 

propertl in all cases, is the great idea that must work out 

the problem of happiness. 
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14. Labor for labor rejects interest on money and conse

quently all Banks and Banking operations
l 

together with 

all stc)ckjobbing and the whole of the present2 systems 

of fin'3.Ilceering, and inati tutions built upon money. 3 

15. It gives to everyone equal opportunities of acquiring 

knowledge and property and renders the natural inequality 

of mankind harmless. 

It gives to females and children a just reward f or their 

labor. 

1 
"As now conducted" inserted and then marked out. 

2 
"Corruptll inserted and then marked out. 

3 "And institutions built upon money" added to original writing. 
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16. It makes it impossible for one portion of the human 

race to live upon the labor of others without their 

knowledge and consent. 

Note 11 

The numbers in the foregoing programme are for reference 

in illustrations, to show the correspondence between 

theory and practice, 1 exhibiting the particular appli

cations of the ideas referred to by the figures. 

1 "And Trut,hlt inserted and then marked out. 
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These are some of the teaching s of the laws of our 

Nature, over which no human power has any control. 

ItThose who have eyes to see, let them see. 11 

"Those who have ears to hear, let them hear. 1t 

8 



Jan. 29, 1840 

ilith a vie\\r to illustrate the foregoing principles and to 

prove their correctness and to show the fundamental mis

takes which society has made in its organisations as well 

as those ~Lde in the management of Children and the organi

sation of schools, I began, on the 21, of Jan. 1840 a Semi

nary at wnat we call No. 1 in New Harmony, where I intend 

to establish a little world organised and governed accor

ding to what I conceive to be the onlyl way in which society 

can be organised so as to secure individual rights, justice, 

securi ty, peace and the means of abundance and enjoyment to 

all, and to solve the problem of Natural Liberty co-existent 

with Social Order. I shall take notes of interesting illus

trations as they occur but shall confine myself entirely to 

facts which actually take place. 

1 ItCorrectlt inserted and then marked out. 
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11) Applications illustrations & comments 

Jan. 21, This day, commenced a Labor for labor Seminary at 

1840 No. 1 in Ne,'I1 Harroony with only two boys with the view of 

increasing "t.he nwnber as fast as they can sustain them-

selves with such aid as I can furnish. These boys were 

told that they were now to act entirely upon their own 

responsibility, each to have the whole proceeds of his 

labor to do with it just as he chose, and that no power of 

* parents or anyone else was to interfere to compel (3) them 

either to work or to study or anything else, but that if 

they did not they would suffer the natural consequencesl 

* refer to 3 proposition in the programme 

1 
"Or natw."a1 rewards and punishments, some of which were 
that they could not have the proceeds of others labor to 
live upon, nor for purposes of (arrivement ?)" marked out. 
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which, a VE!ry few words served to explain. G.W.W. are the 

initials of one and E.H. of the other. 

In order to preserve individual :interests and individual 

responsibL.i ties it would have been necessary for each to 

have had dj.stinct premises of his own but they preferred 

being in one room together and as it was impracticable to 

have sep,!rate rooms at the present time they are both :in 

the same room but they were told that they would probably 

meet with some disagreeable consequences from having even 

so much cOIU'lected interests, but as these are the arrange

ments for experimental education I had no objection to their 

trying it, and ascertaining by their own experience some of 

the consequencesl 

1 "Of connt:cted interests, this violation" marked out. 
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-Illustrations-

As they were to act entirely for themselves in all 
1 

respects they were to pay rent for the room we now came 

to the first application of the cost2 principle. I told 

them that if they chose they might appoint some third party 

to ascertain the real cost in wear and tear of the building 

and that should be the rent they were to pay me, but they 

left it to IllE~, and they engaged each to pay one dollar 

per month for the room which is about 18 by twenty feet. 

I now told them as I had at the outset that if they wanted 

any of nv assistance in any way, whether by advice or in-

struction I 'would render it on the principle of labor for 

labor and if I wanted any of their assistance or labor that 

I would pay for it in the same manner and that it would be 

necessary for each of us to set the price per hour which he 

would expect to receive, and that it was necessary to fix 

this price !)efore any debt was incurred. 

1 "It was tn.en a question who & which should be responsible 
to me for rent." marked out. 

2 "Labor for labor" replaced by !lcost.1I 
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Comments 

Feeling that they were to act and decide for themselves 

inspired them with ambition quite new to them.l 

The pI'oposal to appoint a third party was to convince 

them that I received no more than an equivalent for the use 

of the building--in other words that I did not get any of 

their property for nothing (see 10 in programme)2 

It is likely that at this very first step I should have 

been suspec:ted of some interested motive as others have been 

which would have operated very much against our progress, 

but for lI\Y resort to this principle 

1 UIt will be seen that the mode of introducing any part of 
arrangem.mts is to do it in the time and place where the 
want of :Lt is felt thus the receiver feels that he is bene
fited, fE~els grateful for our adVice or is even ready to 
pay for itll marked out. 

2 
nWe do not violate one's sovereign control over one's 
property when we give a satisfacto!l return for it, even 
though that retum be not an equivalent as is cOIlDllonly 
the case with house rents--the difference between this and 
the common mode is that while the common rents often ex
ceed the real wear and tear and that excess amounts to 50 

much "~nething for nothing" yet the one who pays it not 
knowing any principle which proves it wrong in fact never 
thinking about it any more than the receiver, he pays it 
voluntarily, but as soon as he perceives it to be wrong and 
can proVl9 it so and he sees it his interest to adhere to the 
right" ma.rked out. 
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Illustrations 

so that one could not get power over another's property (10) 

by setting the price after the receiver had incurred the debts 

and as a matter of great convenience too it was recomnended 

not to change the fixed price of time or labor for light and 

trivial causes--that some pursuits being much more (or cost~) 

disagreeable than others it would be reasonablel to ask more 

9 for the same length of time and as no one can judge for an-

other (9) how disagreeable any pursuit may be each must decide 

the price clf his own labor in different pursuits, and that 

competition would be likelY to keep us all within reasonable 

bounds 

Each then set a price per hour upon his time, which it is 

understood is to remain till he chooses to change it (5) of 
10 

which he is expected to give notice before any debt is in-

curred. 

The boys then proceeded to fix up their benches and tools--

9 they requi::-ed some adlrice which I gave at their request (9) 2 

them and they told me I must charge for I!f time but I re

plied that it was 

1 "According to the inconvenience or cost of performing itn 
marked out. 

2 nAt their request (9) It added in later writing. 



Facts 

so small an amount that it was best to take no account C£ 

it, but that I had already fixed Il\Y price high enough to 

cover any little items1 like that. E.H. wanted some boards 

to fix up his bench--I had some to se11--what is the price? 

he asked 

One dollar per hundred original cost at the saw mill 

20 cents per hundred for hauling, 12 cts. for sticking 

11 up, about 2 cts. for rent of drying room, and 30 cts. per 

hour for the time spent in getting them from mill; which, 

altogether will make them cost $1.50 per hundred, without 

any interest on money which the labor for labor principle 

rejects as unjust. This is their present cost. If I spend 

9 time in selecting and measuring them to you this will be 

added at the rate I have fixed for my time.2 

After having received the boards the next thing was for 

him to credit me with them--here was the first natural intro-

duction to book keeping which 

1 ItLossestt marked out. 

2 There were several words marked out and illegible at this 
point. 
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Comments 

This is one of the most common modes of getting some

thing for nothing, the having no standard of prices, no prin

ciple to fix or govern them, eVeryone is left to the mercy 

of that prin::iple of Cannibalism lithe worth of a thing is 

what it will bring." This principle carried out but a step 

beyond present practice would justify us in requiring the 

whole of a mants estate for a particle of medicinel which 

cost a cent" because, (his life depending on it) the medicine 

is 'Worth it and will bring it. This is2 the danon of mischief 

that preys :secretly upon the vitals of society unseen, un

detected, unexposed, un sco rned , this it is that makes Rich and 

E22!. 

The difference between this and the new prinCiple is 

that instes.d of liThe worth of a thing is what it will bring." 

We say 

"~~he price of a thing is what it co sts of money or 

~~.It 

We overstep the natural bounds of our own Individuality 

10 and encroB.l~h on that of the purchaser when we presume to judge 

how much a t..'1.ing is worth to him. 

1 "To save his life" ma.rked out. 

2 Word marked out and illegible. 
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-Comments-

There I had a principle to refer to at once that evi

dentl,y workec with justice towards both parties and one which 

having been fixed before hand left nothing to be discussed, 

nothing to dH'fer about, left no room for dissatisfaction, 

no chaffering about the price being too high or too low as is 

common in th,e most trivial transactions; and what was most im

portant to success in the undertaking there was no room to 

suspect that I was speculating out of him. How many noble 

undertakings have failed because their projectors could not 

place themSEllves beyond the suspicion of Interested motives I! 1 
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-Facts-

occasion I m;Lde use of to prompt both of the boys to learn 

as they could not proceed at all without-- they perceived it 

at once and that night, one of them went voluntarily with mY 

advice to ap?ly to the best bookkeeper within our knowledge 

to ask him Lf he would give them some lessons 1 

Jan. 29th 

We were conversLng on the subject of toasts or sentiments 

for a public celebration when G. W. W., aged 13, said if it 

would be in place or proper for such little ones as he to give 

a toast it wlould it would be to propose that all children 

should bel situated as he was III This was said voluntarily 

and so unexpectedly by me. I do not know how this may strike 

others but to me coming from a little boy2 speaking in reference 

to his scho::>l and mode of government under which he was placed 

it spoke more than I can find words to express. 

3r t was a boy placed in a school, voluntarily acknow-

ledging that he was happyl1! 

1 "5011 marked out. 

2 l'At school" marked out. 

3 "Different individuals will attach different degrees of 
importanc:e" marked out. 
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There every step was taken naturally and vo1untariq 

by the boys-·-not one single violation of their freedom of 

choice was at,tempted, nor was it necessary--~-Jhy? because 

each had an :individuall Interest, in what he was doing--2 

They felt that what they did was necessary for their own 

purposes and they felt this because they had, from the 

commencement, acted entirely Wlder the impulses of their 

own wants ar:.d interests, and each perceived that no other 

interest waEl mixed up with theirs; but that "Whatever they 

did was dOnE) for themselves, that whatever t.~ey left un-

done, themselves ana only themselves would suffer--This is 

the Great point to establish. This is substituting natural 

rewards and punishments instead of artificial, this being 

once felt by them they will ask our advice and receive it 

as a favor and even be willing ~ay: for it* which is gene-

rally never listened to but as a task and forgotten as soon 

as given Wby? because they do not fee13 any interest in it. 

* for proof' refer to fact on page 13, 2nd4 line from bottom. 

1 1I0r undbridedll marked out. 

2 'tThere was no room for them to suppose that I had (was?)" 
marked O'.lt. 

3 "Know wh:atlt replaced by "fee111. 

4 I believe this was "2ndll , but I am not sure. 
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Facts 

Jan. 30th-- G.W.W. said to me IIFather I wish you first 

measure this board for me to see how much I must credit 

you for. YElS certainly said I, but you know if you could 

measure it yourself, you would have what you will have to 

pay me for It\Y time--ttI must study ari thmetic" said he with 

great emphasis, lifting up his little hand and bringing it 

down in a m)st decisive and resolute manner; and at night 

9 immediately after supper without a word being spoken on the 

subject took a light from the table and was gone so long 

that, as it was very cold, I was curious to know what he 

was doing; ·when after about 15 minutes he came in--he had 

been hunting up his arithmetic, and it being a s to I'l1IY night 

he said he would not go over to work tonight but would study 

arithmetic and he didl all the evening. 

In the mlrning although it was very cold I called him 

and asked him if he did not want to get up (10) an:i study 

Arith.rnetic-,-he got up without anotner call "Which is unusual 

for him, and studies the tables most intensely while breakfast 

1 "FaithfuJ.l3" marked out. 
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-Comments-

1 _, can we make them feel an interest in their 

studies by l¥hipping them? No--Wby? because lithe feelings are 

not within t,he control of the will. t1 Therefore whipping will 

produce lit'~le else than counteraction, a development and 

exercise of the worse feeling of self degradation a want of 

ambition and of self respect and by example produce a quarrel

some and fighting habi t among the scholars. 

1 This was an illegible word for me. It appeared to be "_leese. II 
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was getting ready and asked me to take the book and exercise 

him in the multiplication table and this was all done with a 

smile upon his countenance and he said that he 'Would take the 

book over to his room and he and E would exercise when it was 

too cold te, work. 

The t~lo boys had agreed on a place for the key of their 

30/6 room but G., remarked to me that E. had got the key and had 

gone away ,rl. th the key in his pocket promising to be back 

at a certain tire but had not, and that he had lost an hour 

at least in consequence of his failure to fullfill his pro

mise; now says he E. ought to pay me that hour shouldn't he? 

(Truly?) Dl strict justice I think he should though he may 

have very good reasons for delay said I, but the best way 

is not to :l5r the foundation of such things in having con

nected Int4srests. You will remember that I told you in the 

commencement that "you would probably discover some objections 

to having :>ne room in common." 
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Now had the boy agreed beforehand to make the article 

according to;:' certain verbal description which each would 

construe pe rhaps differently and when it was done she and 

he would hav-e had a roore or less disagreeable collision 

about price before the matter could have been decided 

either way but liberty obviated it.l 

1 This page was written at a later time with blue ink. 
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-Facts-

said I, ch.:l.rge it w me. --I will take it--G.W.W. but what 

if Mrs. __ should conclude to take it? she might think that 

I was offended --but look said I how beautif'ully the jus t principle 

obviates ~1Y dif'ficulty--while I hold it for sale (11) she 

can have it at cost with only the addition of the price of 

~ time at 30 cents per hour for selling it to her which 

would make it cost her only about 3 cents more than I pay 

you--and, ;said he, would you let me have it at that rate if 

I should find another market that was more satisfactory? 

Certainly ;said I, 1o.l1ile I (ll) hold it for sale, anyone 

dealing upon the same principle with us, can have it at the 

amount of money and labor which it has cost me up to the time 

of deliver,[. Very well, said he, then I will charge it to 

9 you, but I had rather have money for it--you shall have ~ 

money that I may owe on account whenever you may say you re-

10 quire it said 1--that will do said he and away he went to his 

work. 
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-Comment-

I havt~ given the details on the opposite page to 

show some of the minute worldngs of the IIper.fect law of 

liberty" and of the just principle of Labor for labor; 

"Which, I conceive are calculated to assist the imagi

nation in following them out in applications far more 

important. MY object is to develop prinCiplel ; but with 

a proper rt;spect to personal liberty I cannot insist on 

any partic".uar applications of them, but2 am quite willing 

to risk the:! natural effects of these principles and to 

trust t03 the impulse s they will impart to every mind 

which shall once4 conceive them. 

1 ItPrincipleslt changed to "principle." 

2 "I" markE~d out. 

3 "Their Olrn" marked out. 

4 "Receive 01"1 marked out. 
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Feb. 3 

-Facts-

G.W.W. ate no breakfast and was evidently unwell-

went to work, and at dinner time remarked that he had done 

nothing of any consequence all the forenoon--I do not feel 

as if I could work, said he--then don't attempt it said I, 

I would not go to work this afternoon unless you feel more 

able. 
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-Comments-

Now how could a parent--how could r, With any pro-

priety, risk advising the Child not to work when he did 

not feel like it, ifl he had no motive for working? If 

he had been working for ITtV interest as all children gene-

ral~ do for their parents, I should not have dared to ad-

vise him not to work for fear that he might make that a 

plea when it was not true how he did not fee12 well and 

how cruel to feel Obliged to be suspicious that his com-

plaint might be a false plea to escape from work--to doubt 

his account of his own feelings--perhaps such doubts might 

prove fatal 1 * 
Working as he was for his own interests I knew that 

he had sufficient motive to work. 

'tThose who have eyes to see let them see lit Let them 

team to E!ace their children ~pon their own seperate and -
and distinct interests. Entire~ sep!,rate and distinct 

from the i~terests of parents or masters or rulers-- in other 

words let all mankind learn3 Individuality 11! 

* Fatal at least to his character for truth, for if the child 

can not inspire belief and confidence when he tells the truth, 

he will not long persevere in telling. 

1 "If he w;ere working for my interest? if he were not working for 
his own :i.nterest,1t marked out. 

2 "Like i tit marked out 3"To re-shed (obey) the laws of 
our Naturel! marked out 
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-Facts-

In a conversation today with a friend whom I shall call 

W. I was endeavoring to illustrate the subtle workings of the 

natural li.berty and its effect in supplying children with mo

tives to do at once what their parents wish them, voluntarill, 

without any exercise of authority or fear of artificial punish

ment. For instance I related the fact that my own boy was 

sitting by the fire in the morning when it seemed best that 

he should employ that time in preparing wood for the day. 

When I said to him that I should like to have him cut some 

wood--now here was the point--where should his motive come 

from to get t~ wood? We know that t~ common reply is in 

his sense ,of duty--but suppose this does not move him? what 

next? fear of our displeasure? suppose this does not move him? 

what next? fear of the rod or what? 

W. Why perhaps the most desirable motive would come from 

a k:Lnd feeling. 

But suppose he did not feel very kindJ..v just then? and 

besides he might with equal reason say that kind feeling on 

I1\Y part might exempt him from doing what de did not like 

to do. 
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There is the explosion of that subtle mistake which 

has laid ~le foundation of so many cruel disappointments in 

the experiments on coI11lTIWlities and other institutions built 

upon sell' denial. When we once subscribe to the doctrine 

it worlcs as much against us as f£!: us--what we gain one way 

we loose the other and it is nothing but a delusion--you will 

grant that we gain nothing unless some one's happiness is 

increased; now the more applications the rule of sell' denial 

has, the ~)re of some body's happiness is curtailed. 

I said the rule of self denial works as much against 

happiness as it does for it, and leaves everything just where 

it finds it., as in the case of the boy getting the wood, if 

he is requj.red out of kindness to me to get it, by the same 

prinCiple, kindness towards him would require me to get it 

nwself--this is all delUSion verbiage--The question is still 

unanswered,. where is his motive rationally to come from, to 

do what I l~quire--does not the law of his nature which prompts 

him to pursue his own happiness, answer his question? does 

it not say that the child should feel that it would result 

in some benefit to himself? and in conforming our requests 

to this lalif , do we not extend the greatest practicable amount 

of kindness towards him? 
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-Comments-

The greatest extent to which we can ever exercise 

kindness towards others is in assisting them in their 

pursuit of happiness, in that particular course or man-

ner that he or she m23' choose, when the pursuit of one 

clashes with that of anotherl it exhibits the point where 

the spirit of2 accommodation can be exercised with ad-

vantage until the circumstances which compel us to clash 

can be removed or abolished. Therefore we are led to the 

new social arrangements now proposed (3)4)5)6)7)8)9)lO) 

The organization of society is artificial--an in-

vention--a continuance and the most ingenious person 

would be Ukely' to sucGeed best in this, for the same 

reason that he would succeed best in the invention of any 

machine, combining a number of elements for the accomp-

lishment of certain Objects; but to succeed well in either 

he must understand well the objects to be accomplished 

and he must understand the principles involved and he must 

I "This clashing does not affect of the right of each or 
either, nor should it to continue on" maIked out. 

2 uTemporary" marked out. 
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The addition of ten thousand whee 15 will not supply the 

place of the~ pendulum, they, like a multiplicity of laws in 

the social state would only serve to complicate to perplex 

and clog tho machine--We must have the Pendulum: and that 

pendulurn must be in proportion to the other parts or else, 

although the machine would go, it would not be a clock, it 

would not measure time and although a little variation in 

its length from the true proportion would be a surrender of 

nOn~ a portion" of right, yet at the end of the year the 

machine for all the purposes intended would be worse than 

no clock. 

Socie~y is the clock--Individual liberty is the pendu

luml • We must surrender no portion of this for the future; 

we may do it for the present moment often with advantage 

but as a prinCiple to run into the future unknown circum-

stances, and to be applied and made use of by others, it 

becomes the shortened pendulum and the longer it runs, the 

farther it deviates from right. 

1 "This pendulum must be in proportion to the individual, 
and he must adapt its length to himself if we under
take to n~asure it for him, or to push its motion be
yond what its capacity carries it, ten to are but we de
range thE! whole machine and it becomes no clock" marked 
out. 
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Society will never attain its objects until it sees 

this. The laws of human nature will not adroit the ab-

sence of this knowledge with impunity--out other arrange-

ments may be in some respects imperfect, like the cogs 

in the clock, our side walks may not be so wide but that 

when two happen to meet the necessity of the case would 

induce each to vary a little from his straight line as 

much for his own convenience as for that of the other--

but here is no surrender of the individual sovereignty, 

no violation of the freedom of choice and if there was it 

would be better to make the side walks wider than once 

tol admit the fatal dogmas that wilen a man enters into 

society he surrenders Ita portion of his individual liber-

See ty.1I This is making the pendulum only a Ii ttle too short 
McClure's 
opinions but at the end of centuries, see what it has producedlt 

So the pendulum must be proportioned to the other 

parts, so must each individual be left to adapt his scope 

of liberty to his own views and capacities--if we under-

take to measure it for him or push it beyond its natural 

capacity or to retard its motion, we do but derange the 

whole machine. 

Individual Uberty includes the right of its own defi-

ni tion 1 (or in other words) Each one has a right to define 

it so far .as it relates only to his or her 

1 "Permitlt changed to ttadmit.1I 
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season, timl: and labor. 

lIt is but a hackneyed as well as a short sighted 

objection t::> unqualified Individual liberty but it is 

often brought up that lIif each one sets his own limits 

or no limits to his liberty" what shall prevent his en-

croachments upon others"? 

The answer is included in the first proposition 

that ~ and every Individual has this natural right

not some or a few or many but Every One, this forbids 

any encroachment. So that if it encroaches on B, this 

is a violation of the proposition, Bls right is violated, 

how shall this be treated?2 this is for B to decide because 

he has a right to sovereignty over his own pe rson and 

all his own interest and it is an impertinent inter-

ference for any one or any set of men to dictate to him 

how he shall proceed--different people would act very 

differentl,y under the same circumstances, and they have 

a right to do so. But perhaps we are troubling ourselves 

too much al:out assumed difficulties, for if the personal 

liberty and. the right of property were habitually res-

pected frorrl infancy, we are all too much 

1 IlEvery one has a thousand times" and lilt has often been 
objectedU are marked out and seem to be fa,lse starts for 
the paragraph. 

2 ttHow sh01;,ldlt marked out. 
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the creatures of habit, of public opinion and of example 

to encroach upon the rights of others wanton~, and there 

is great reason to believe that no such encroachments ever 

would be made. The fears on this point are derived from 

the notion of natural depravity. 

The past furnishes no fair criterion--justice has 

never yet been done in the social state to the indivioual--

we must begin anew, watch the progress and build according 

to necessities. 

The great problem is to establish Natural Liberty, 

co-existent With social order. 

Now (no one can give a definition of Natural liberty 

that would be practical~ approved by ever.yone--this shows 

that any attempt to do so is overstepping the bounds of our 

natural Inc.ividuali ty and encroaching upon that of others, 

and shows (to ~ mind) that each one is alone the proper 

authority to define it for himself--That Individual natural 

liberty includes the right of its own definition.) The exer-

cise of thi.s right as society is now constituted is in 

many respects impracticable--what are the obstacles? Con-

nected Inte:rests--connected responsibilities--These, then 

are wrong, here is the point to app~ the remedy--not in 

multiplYing laws or inventing new violations of natural right 

the mode 
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will neve r make the machine succeed--We must let right 

alone and GLPPly the remedy to the wrong or we shall never 

get a clock. Suppose the remedy completed--suppose all con-

nections of interest all connected responsibilities dissolved.-

suppose each Individual in no wise connected with any other 

excepting in voluntar.r and friendly social intercourse--

suppose each one absolutel,y sovereign of himself or herself, 

time, prope.rty interests to such an extent that no power on 

earth could say to him thou shalt and suppose each one 's 

interests and responsibilities so completely separated from 

all others, that A. may do just as he pleases Without in-

volving the person, proferty, or responsibilities of any 

other one. What objection would there be to A's defining 

liberty for himself? I presume none then the ------
business of reform is plain and straight forward to the 

establishment of 

Individual Interests II 
Individual responsibilitie1 

1 
One of the first steps towards such a 

1 liThe establishment of lt narked out. 

and then 
Sovereignty of 

each 
Individual 
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-Comments-

~eformati()n is 

To enable every one to obtain the natural product of his 

or her labor, or its equivalent * so that he may exercise his 

own free and sovereign choice in the disposal of it. 

The lliLbor for labor principle is intended to effect this 

10 
*Each one ~leciding for himself - at all times what that equi-

valent is and how far he is willing to disregard exact equi-

valent for greater consideration. 

lltreformation is 
To enable every one to obtain the natural (or what he 

or she considers a satisfactory) produce of his or her labor 
or its equivalent so that he may exercise his own sovereign 
and free choice in the disposal of it, tI marked out. 
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Facts 

Harch 20 

Several interuptions have occurred which took me 

away from home since taking the last notes but I felt 

at ease in leaving the boys to their own self government. 

Why? 

Because they could do no harm to any but themselves. 

They had no access to any one's property, nor no connection 

wi th anyone I s interests but their OWl and they had the pro-

per and natural stimulous to promote their own advancement 

in having all the proceeds of their exertions and were 

assured that no one would interfere with their free choice 

in the di sposal of the proceeds of the ir labor. (In shorter 

terms) 1 each was placed in his natural & proper sphere. 

1 "They wore each of them the sole executive of his own 
person, time and property" marked out. 
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on rnr return home I found that they had done all they had to 

do and we!"; anxious for nw return to advise them farther. 

E. took his first lesson in shoe making from Mr. V. today--

the lesson cost him 3/4 of one cent and his labor amounted 

to l2 1/2 111 ---------

21 G.W. took JUS first lesson in shoe making this evening of 

the sa~ p3rson--Mr. V. This lesson cost G. about one cent--

he mended a. pair of pumps for me and earned l2 1/2 cents t ~ 

He went immediately after supper voluntariq to take his 

lesson in shoe making and to pay for it himself out of the 

proceeds of his own labor, and all this wi th as much hilarity 

and cheerfulness and interest as boys und.er common circum-

stances generally rush into the street to play 1 ! 

He carne home after I was in bed, but was so desirous 

to show me the results of his first lesson that he came 

into roy room and awoke me, holding up triumphantly the 

mended shoes. 
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Look at this, and consider it, ye who have been taught 

youths should give away seven years of the best part of 

their lives to learn a simple art. 
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-Cornments-

It is often remarked, when discussing these subjects, 

that the ,£ecunian affairs seem to occupy too important a, 

place, that they are too prominent. That they seem to claim 

so much attention that children under the influence of such 

circumstances or even adults would be likely to become mer-

cenary in their habits and feelings. 

The reply to this if it were full and ample would occupy 

volumes--for the present let it be considered that pecunia;r 

affairs are all that we have to regulate, that this is the 

proper and legitimate subject of reform, that all the in

stitutions of societyl are governed by property considerations. 

1 !tAre baSf3d solely uponll marked out. 
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lIf j.t were not for property considerations persons 

would not be danger2 __ I have ventured here to advance the 

that which is not self eTident to any but those who are 

in the practice of tracing the remote connections of things. 

Personal crimes are not always committed to obtain property, 

but all violations of personal rights Will be found upon 

analYsis to proceed either from a desire to obtain property, 

or from Ignorance which might and would long since have been 

dispelled but that it was perpetuated by interested rulers 

and law givers, and those who wield the press for profit.3 

See Robert Owen IS wo rks f or proof. 

See also the conduct of the press towards Yil". Owen 

and his efforts. 

1 This whole page was marked out With two light lines. 

2 It is unc:lear whether he meant !tin dangertl or "dangerous." 

3 UF or prof' i tit written in late r in blue ink. 
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-Comments-

This is the first meeting that has been held. in this 

place on these subjects: at least, the first that has been 

in any way public. 

March 30th I am informed that the merchants of this place 

are already informed. of the meeting of yesterday and the 

bearing it is likely to have upon their interestsl -- that 

2 _____ has already manifested a curiosity that was soon 

answered and the probability in II\Y mind is that this little 

meeting of yesterday will work a change here in the prices 

of cornman necessaries in 1'avor of the working classes. 

1 "We shall see" marked out. 

2 This was copied as "our moret! which does not make sense, 
could be one man? 
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From the Writings of Lord Bolingbroke 

"more easy to deal with ignorance than with error" 

Itmen lose sight of primitive or real nature and have no other 

guide but custom a second. and false nature.1t 

liThe author of one is divine wisdom, of the other, human imagi

nation," and yet when ever the second stands in opposition to 

the first, as it does most frequently, the second preva.ils. 

From hence it happens that the most civilized nations are often 

guilty of injustice and cruelty which the least civilized would 

abhor, and that many of the most absurd opinions and doctrines 

which have been imposed in the dark ages of ignorance continue 

to be the opinions and doctrines of ages enlightened by philo

sophy and learning. It 

tlIt has beEm said by many that they wanted time to ms.ke their 

discourses shorter. n 1 

!tIt is dis:Lngenuous to sacrifice truth to popularity." 

It As the want of an exact determination of ideas and of an exact 

preCision :i.n the use of words is inexcusable in a philosopher, 

he must p~~serve them even at the expense of style. 

ItIt seems -tio me that the business of a philosopher is to dilatel, 

to press, -tio prove, to convince while that of the poet is to 

touch his subject with short and spirited strokes--to wann the 

affections and speak to the heart 

1 I am not sure of this word. 
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III will endeavor not to be tedious; and this endeavor may 

succeed the better perhaps by declining any over strict 

observation of method. It To digress and to ramble are two 

very different things; and he who mows the country through 

which he travels may venture out of the high road because 
, . 

he is sure of 'finding it again. Thus the several matters 

that may arise even accidental~ before me will have some 

share in guiding my pen. II 

(To Pope) "All I can promise you is that nw thoughts in what 

order so e'ver they flow shall be connnunicated to you just as 

they pass through nv mind." just as they used to be when we 

converse I 'together on those or any other subject. 

"I dare not pretend to instruct mankind, and I am not 

hunible eno1.1gh to write to the public for any other purpose." 

"I di:;)trusted nwself, not my teachers, men of the greatest 

name ancient and modern, but I found at last that it was safer 

to trust ~rseli than them, and to proceed by the light of my 

own und.erst.anding than to wander after these ignes fatui of 

philosophy "It If I am able, the ref ore to tell you easily, and 

at the SamEl time, so clearly and distinctly and to be easily 

understood, and. so strongly as not to be easi~ refuted how 

I have thol~ht for myself, I shall be persuaded that I have 

thought enc,ugh on these subjects." 

In thEtSe four and a hali last lines, Bolingbroke has given 
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page 55 continued 

me whole sum and substance of grammar 1 

"darken by tedious definitions what is too plain to 

need any.1I 

tithe abuse philosophers are guilty of when they suffer 

the mind to rise too fast from particulars, to remote and 

general axi.oms. 1I 

This waving underlining is my own not the authors. 1 

"I say, that all science, if it be read, must rise from 

below and from our own level. It cannot descend from above 

nor from superior systems of being or lmowledge." 

1 In the notebook there was a It waving underliningtt which it is 
impossible for me to duplicate on the tgpewriter. 



lithe less man know, the more they believe they know." 

IIreligious disputesxxxhave been the plague of the world." 

It _ 11 the refuge of ignorange" the instrument of 

metaphysical and theological deception.1I 

1 This was an illegible word; it may have been "Allegory.lI 
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June 1840 

IHow great 1 how glorious the era2 when mankind shall 

perceive their errors and apply themselves to the remedy. 

With fear and trembling do I approach a subject in-

volving thH mightly consequences I contemplate!! and gladly 

would I Shl~ as I have again and again done from the tre-

mendous responsibility involved; rejoiced should I be could 

I see this subject in hands competent to its full and clean 

develop~ment. Twelve years have I waited for such competent 

aid and testing by every variety of experiment the principles 

involved, but have not found it--practice has now proceeded 

even beyond theor.y--Time flys l--li£e is uncertain and such is 

the mighty magnitude of the subjects as they effect the hap-

piness of the human race that I cannot-dare not longer yield 

to that sense of ~ own incompetence--I fear not common criti-

cism--I desire not personal applause, even so much as I dread 

the envious persecution which applause generally induces, but 

I do fear that3 these sub jects will not find justice at lTty 

hands. I fl~el entirely incompetent after twelve years of re-

flection and experience to select any language which can adapt 

itself to S(~t forth these4 prinCiples in their practical bear-

ings in all the Majesty and sublime importance in which I behold 

them.5 

1 ItHow Great, 1 how glorious the family to point out this one 
defect," marked out. 

2 ItWhich sha.ll discover thisll marked out. 
3 "No langua.ge which" marked out. 
4 "Views" replaced with "principles!!. 

5This page 
written in the 
blue ink. 
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Individualities of Nature 
(10) 

There is no certainty that any two case s or combinations 

of circumstances will oc cur alike nor that any two persons 

will be found alike, therefore our social arrangements should 

be so devi.sed that every individual can be free to act or to 

remain inaetive, according to his or her peculiar views or 

feelings in each individual case, and under all circumstances. 

This involves the neceSSity of determining clearly what are 

thel rights of individuals without involving2 any other so as 

to render it impracticable to differ. 

How cem our social arrangements be so made as to allow of 

this Individual Liberty? 

THIS IS THE GRl!;AT PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED. 

The verbal solution is 

Make no arrangements which either direct13 or indirectJ,.y 

produce COtiNECTED INTi1lliSTS (OR PROPERTY) CONNECTI<.;D RESPON

SIBILITIES OR CONNECTED EXECUTIVE POWER 

But these must be all INDIVIEUAL or, in other words 

1 Itpeculiarll marked out. 

2 liThe persons or interests or responsibilities of" marked out. 
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every individual shoulc'. have his or her property sep~.rate 

and distinc:t and unconnected with that o:f any other and 

should havE: his or her sep.!:.rate and distinct responsibilities 

10 unconnected with those o:f any ot~er, and each and every in

dividual sl~uld be his or her own executive power uncon

nected with that o:f any ot lE r. 

To calTY out this view it is necessary to establish 

de:finitely what are the proper and legitimate interests" 

responsibili ties and executive powers or, the right of 

every Individual. This is already done in the American 

declaratior of Independence Verbally, but the language in 

which it is done is subject to different interpretations by 

different Individuals and cannot there:fore act as a common 

10 guide to any definite physical arrangements. Nor does it 

appear pracicable to devise any forms of words which would 

not be subject to the same objection, but the Individuality 

of our nature and the right of everyone to exercise their 

individuality instruct us to communicate or to suggest any

thing we have to propose but having so placed it be:fore the 

eyes of others to leave them to ex-
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exercise their own free choice and sovereign decision re-

lative to it, however, eaCh may differ from each; and not to 

lay down any forms of words whatever with the view of en-

forcing conformity thereto. This is the great fundamental 

error of all organizations of society.l 

The most important error of this description is that 

10 of the general admission that "when we enter into society we 

surrender a portion of our natural liberty." This is one of 

the visionary dogmas of Blackstone, a man who wrote in order 

to reconcile mankind to a monarchial government, who held 

office under a monarchy, who was paid by a monarchy and who 

was paid according to what he wrote. 

There is a subtle sophistry in that dogma which when 

it is once admitted serves as the excuse for the most mon-

strous violations of the rights of persons and property tha.t 

the most insatiable tyrants can devise. 

1 "Which it is my wish to expose and explode. The very 
first st·ep of which is that in which this fatal error It 
marked out. 
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If they wish to command the whole property of their 

subjects a conscription to carryon their means of plunder 

and destruction, they can tell their subjects that "when 

they enter into society they Itsurrenderl a portion of their 

natural libertyll or freedom of choice." 

Or if a2 member of a little neighborhood meeting ac-

tuated by the same ambition to govern, vexes and perplexes 

another with unnecessary foms growing out of his peculiar 

individual (:onstruction of certain verbal rules "he has only 

to say that "when we enter into society we surrender a portion 

of our natu::-al liberty" and his tyranrw on an overall scale 

is permitted to proceed unchecked. 

r challenge this dogma--I challenge it f or the sake of 

the human race, for the establishment of human rights.4 

1 "Their naturaltt Imrked out. 

2 "A chairman'l marked out. 

3 itA speaker" marked out. 

L Itr challenge it on the ground that as it does not express 
all its conditions and all its applications, that no one 
can rationally be bound to any of its conditions or app
lications even if he" marked out. 
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I challenge it on the ground that it is not in the po .. Jer or 

1 the different members of society to construe and apply it 

alike, and that therefore it is entirely unfit to be re-

ferred to as a principle or a rule. 

When we meet othe rs in the social circle the same res-

pect to their freedom of choice and of action which we de-

sire for ourselves is the involuntary impulse of a well 

regulated mind, and is apparently the on~ rational appli

cation of this dogma, but when we consider the Individuality 

of person of times and of circumstances and the inadequacy 

of language to express all these inc~vidualities, we per-

ceive the utter futility of attempting to prescribe to each 

other or for different cases, the amount or portion of the 

natural liberty thus to be surrendered--what, then, is the 

result or .)bject of this reasoning? It is to show that our 

10 nature and all nature indicated that we are constituted to 

act as ind:Lviduals! That each should be free to apply this 

1 as well as all other verbal processes according his own 

individual views of each individual case. 

What ctre the practical obstacles to his natural liberty? 

1 This word appeared to be Itverbal. II 



! 

II 

They .are found in those fonnections which do not 

I 

permit one to move without inrlVing the person, or the 

property or the Res pon sib ili t~es of others--lNnat is the 
I 

remedy? I 

I 

7 Individual Property--!rndividual Responsibilities 
I 

8 Individual Executives 

9 
II 

The wl;)rd Equality which ~as so frequently been a watch-

word or rallying cry in revolftions that have shaken the 

world, and that have ended inldisapPointment and disgust, 
I 

would have been a very valuab~e and harmless word had its 

definition or interpretation ~y each individual been con

fined to the persons and intetests of that individual who 

used itl. But interpreted by II a vote of the majority or 

by any ota~r power which exte*ds a certain interpretation so 
I 

as to involve the persons of rroperty or happiness, others 

against their own views and c,oice is an act of madness. 

In tho experiments of co~unities of common property 

attempted :i.n New Harmony the tord assumes a very important 

1 "Who used ittl is written in in the blue ink. 
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position. It was one of the cornerstones of the whole super

structure 'but it was a different thing with almost every dif

ferent person. One applied so as to prescribe the same amount 

of value to each member for clothing am food leaving him free 

to choose the kind according taste etc. while another insisted 

that the word fairly prescribed the same kind, color and make 

of clothi~g and insisted on uniformity of dress was ane of 

the most necessary external signs of that equall ty of condition 

desirable ,among men. Others would carry it further and pre

scribe the same kind of fOOQ for all as a still greater de

monstration of equality_ Equalitor of labor too was interpreted 

by some to call for each taking his and her turn in all the 

different f3mployments especially the most disagreeable while 

others interpreted the word to require only an equal amount 

of time employed in the service of the connected interest. All 

these and a. vast variety of other interpretations of this word 

sprung up and became the subjects of interminable contention 

breaki~ up those social sympathies which was the object of 

the experir:lent to establish--but having one com;-r:on, connected 

interest 
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